
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Braiding Instructions 

 

1. Three-Strand Braid: Middle Back 

2. Three-Strand Braid: Middle Front 

3. Lattice Braid 
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 Three-Strand Braid 

Two Variations: 

1. Middle Back 

2. Middle Front

 

Whether being used in show or for 

management, the three-strand braid is 

a basic, beginner braid used in equine 

grooming. The final overall 

appearance will be based upon the 

amount, health, thickness, and length 

of hair picked up in each section of 

braids. Fewer, thicker braids are made 

by picking up more hair per braid. 

Thinner braids are made with less hair 

and will result in more braids. 



1. Middle Back 

Step 1: Clean and brush the mane, removing any debris, knots, or snares.  

Step 2: Section the mane into equal pieces using clips or rubber hair ties. This temporarily holds the 

sections of hair out of the way while braiding.  

Step 3: Starting at the top of the mane, begin braiding. 

A. Remove the clip or hair tie and separate the section into three equal parts.  

B. Right piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the right. 

C. Left piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the left. 

D. Right piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the right. 

E. Left piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the left. 

F. Continue to repeat this pattern until the end of the hair has been reached and tie it off with the hair 

tie. 

Note: Maintain even tension for a uniform, clean look.
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2. Middle Front 

Step 1: Clean and brush the mane, removing any debris, knots, or snares.  

Step 2: Section the mane into equal pieces using clips or rubber hair ties. This temporarily holds the 

sections of hair out of the way while braiding.  

Step 3: Starting at the top of the mane, begin braiding 

A. Remove the clip or hair tie and separate the section into three equal parts.  

B. Middle piece over to the right, moving the right piece over to the left. 

C. Left piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the left. 

D. Right piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the right. 

E. Left piece over to the middle, moving the middle piece over to the left. 

F. Continue to repeat this pattern until the end of the hair has been reached and tie it off with the hair 

tie. 

Note: Maintain even tension for a uniform, clean look.  



Three-Strand Braid: Middle Front 
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Lattice Braid 

Name Variations: 

Diamond Braid 

 

 

Another braid used for management 

or appearance in show events that 

allow longer manes, the Lattice 

Braid is a simple configuration that 

looks complicated and professional. 

The design is easy to understand and 

eventually alter once you have the  

basics.   



Step 1: Clean and brush the mane, removing any debris, knots, or snares. 

Step 2: Section the mane into equal pieces, placing a rubber band one to two inches from the top of the 

mane.  

Step 3: Starting at the top of the mane, begin braiding. 

A. Split the second section of hair into two equal pieces. 

B. Tie the first section and the neighboring half of the second section with a rubber band an inch or 

two down.  

C. Split the third section of hair into two equal pieces. 

D. Tie the other half of the second section and the neighboring half of the third section with a 

rubber band. 

E. Split the fourth section of hair into two equal pieces. 

F. Tie the other half of the third section and the neighboring half of the fourth section with a 

rubber band. 

G. Split the fifth section of hair into two equal pieces  

H. Tie the other half of the fourth section and the neighboring half of the fifth section together 

with a rubber band. 

I. Tie the other half of the fifth section and the sixth section together with a rubber band. 

J. Repeat the process until the the mane is finished, making sure to maintain even sections for a 

clean look.    
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